Slot Floor Monitor System





Real Time Customer Service Monitoring,
Reporting and Dispatching
Real Time Employee Status and Activity
Monitoring and Reporting
VIP, Hot Player and Beverage Request Status
Wireless PDA support – Real Time Information
at your fingertips

Know Right Now how well your Customers are
being Served on the Slot Floor

Customer Service:
the Holy Grail
Do you really know how long your customers are waiting for service?
Does your current reporting give you real time information concerning
where and how many customers are waiting for service right now?
In today’s highly competitive Gaming environment, Customer Service is
key. Consider this: how long is a five minute wait to your customers
on the slot floor?
If you are sitting in front of a slot machine for just five minutes,
unable to play because of a problem with the machine, doesn’t it feel
like an hour? And after you’ve done that a time or two, might you
consider going somewhere else – or at least, not returning again? Five
minutes is a long time to sit and wait. Do YOU know how long your
customers are waiting for service?
…Our SFMS customers know, right now, and they are pleased to offer
an excellent customer service environment as a result.

Know how good your Customer Service is
right now…minute by minute
With our sophisticated Slot Floor Monitoring System, you can easily see,
at a glance, how well your Customers are being served by the slot floor
staff. You can identify “bottlenecks” as they begin to build, and manage
your floor personnel in a pro-active manner to address issues as they
arise.

Using the SFMS means…”
means…”Now
…”Now you will know…”
know…”
Using “Timing Plans” to define the schedule of the display of colored
Alert Icons, you can customize the User Interface to give you instant,
highly visual information on the current status of all outstanding
Customer Service Requests. Requests such as jackpots, machine tilts
including bill validator and printer faults, as well as change lights. We
also can provide VIP requests, Hot Player, and Beverage requests
depending upon the on-line floor system in use at your casino.

Service Time Efficiency Analysis

Are you overstaffed at times? Understaffed at others? Do you have
unexpected spikes in Events that are not being handled in a timely
fashion? Study this chart: it will tell you all that and more. How
effective is your resource allocation? By comparing the number of
personnel with the average number of events and average service
times, this chart provides a wealth of valuable information.

How it Works
Service Request Groups
The heart of the system is the Service Request Group. Up to six
Groups can be defined, associating selected events together.
For example, you may define a “Machine Tilt” Group, that consists
of the various machine, reel, hopper, bill validator errors, etc. Other
Groups may have only a single slot floor event associated, for
example, a jackpot event or a beverage request.

Closing the Loop
The SFMS makes sure every player request is kept “open” until one
of your slot attendants arrives to assist that customer.

Every single event shown on an SFMS request display represents a
customer that is waiting for service. And the event stays on the
screen until floor personnel have “cleared” the event, thus “closing
the loop” and telling the SFMS that the customer has been served.
All of the information about the event – received, dispatched and
cleared timestamps, the employee that cleared the event and other
important information -- is stored in the SFMS Data Warehouse for
reporting and analysis purposes.

Service Request Groups

Request Group Properties

Define the Name, select the Icon, and most importantly, determine the
Dispatch and Redispatch Delays. It is not always necessary to
immediately dispatch an event: allow the floor personnel time to respond
as usual, and only dispatch if the event has not been serviced in a short
time.

Section Status
See, at a glance, all sections with
pending Service Requests – and
how long your customers have
been waiting.
Seeing Red means that a player
has been waiting for service
longer than you want them to.
You can display detailed
information by double clicking
on the Section header to display
a popup window containing all
events for that section and the
associated detail.

Request Status
Details, Details. As a manager
concerned with Customer Service,
this window tells you everything
your Customers are thinking about
your service. As usual, Red is not
good. The red diamond, in
particular, means that a customer
has been waiting a long, long time.

Dispatch

We strive to make the dispatch task (if our dispatching module is
in use) a simple activity. The dispatcher is trained to call out the
event. When the floor attendant acknowledges the event, the
dispatcher checks the box so that it will drop off of the Dispatch
Request screen. If the floor attendant “clears” the event in a
timely manner, the event drops off the Section Status screen and
the dispatcher doesn’t see that event again. However, if the
Floor attendant does not reach that Service Request in a
configurable period of time, the event will redisplay in the
dispatch window with the overtime icon – a signal to re-dispatch
the event.

Cleared Request History
Once the event is cleared, it can be viewed in the Cleared Request
History window. This window shows all the details you need to
better understand how the Slot Floor is being serviced. Look at
the items in any given row to see what level of detail that is
provided for reference. The last one hundred cleared events are
displayed for your review.

Double clicking on an event
displayed in any window shows
detailed information, such as this
cleared event.

Task Completion &
Employee Status
With the use of additional modules, a casino can also have real
time information on such things as Task Completion. Know
right now how long it is taking to process a jackpot event, a
printer fault, a bill validator issue or other similar events.

VIP Requests
Many casinos are interested in
opportunities to better serve
their high end players. A
great deal of time, money and
energy is spent attracting
these players, and casino
hosts sometimes struggle in
staying ahead of their highend player’s gaming needs.
The SFMS can assist in
providing that extra level of
quick response if needed.

Supervisor PDA
With the use of the PDA module,
your management team can be
more mobile and available where
they are needed. Designed for
use by the Slot Director, Shift
Managers and perhaps the Shift
Supervisors, the PDA functions
as a quick connection to the
issues needing attention most.
On the PDA, you have the
Request Status (including
requests such as Hot Player), VIP
Request, Cleared Event History
and Employee Status displays,
and we will work with you to
bring Beverage Request or other
types of events - depending on
your Floor System – to the PDA.

Reporting
In addition to Real Time information, the SFMS also has various
reports, organized by a date or a range of dates, to provide
historical analysis of customer service and team activity.

Examples of Reports:







Service Times charted by date ranges
Service Times by Section
Service Times by Employee
Service Times by Service Group
Completion Times by Employee
Cleared Event History on the last 100 events

Average Service Time Report

If you really want to know about your Customer Service, take a look at
this report. Initially, you may not like what it has to say. The objective,
over time, is to show just how good your Customer Service is, rather
than where improvement is needed.

Service Time Detail Report
Need more detail? Click on any bar on the Efficiency Analysis chart to
display detailed information by Employee and Service Group. See exactly
what happened during the hour in question.

Average Service Time Report By Employee

This report shows the Service (reaction) times by each employee. It
can be a helpful activity report as part of the overall evaluation of any
given employee when compared to the rest of the shift or full roster.

Return on Investment
Increase Slot Machine “up” time.
A faster response by your team means returning a slot
machine to service in a shorter period of time. More “up” time
equals more coin in.

Reduction in Slot Floor Personnel
Today, a fairly large number of personnel are on the slot floor
at any one time to attempt to respond to service requests in a
timely fashion. Many of those personnel are idle much of the
time. A Dispatcher using the Slot Floor Monitor System,
however, knows where personnel are needed, can allocate
resources as necessary and provide excellent customer service
with fewer personnel.

Key Benefits


Very strong ROI



Dramatically improved Customer Service



Improved Slot Machine “up”
up” time



RealReal-time observation of Slot Floor events and
Service bottlenecks



Detailed Service Time reports and charts for
immediate and historical Customer Service
analysis

30 Day Trial of the SFMS
Let us prove our claims…we offer a trial of the
software. We train you and your staff and let
you work with the SFMS to see if it makes a
difference.
If you don’t feel it has made a positive impact,
give it back to us. No strings attached.
Thus far, in all the trials we have been asked to
do, not one casino has returned the SFMS. In
fact, most have recommended us to colleagues
at other locations.

Contact
CIS Technology, Inc.
18124 Wedge Pkwy #210
PO Box 19434
Reno, NV 89511
Phone (775) 747-6001
Fax (775) 313-9684
Email fmsales@cistechnology.com

